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Priory assumptions choking science - Doctrines devoid of truth blocking civilization .
None of the other greenhouse gases, apart from CO2, which human living has
increased, such as nitrous oxide that is said to be a “powerful greenhouse gas,” have
any significan effect on the climate processes that are totally controlled by
astrophysical conditions.

The N2O molecule, for example, is dragged into the arena of the global warming
scare stories, because its heat absorption efficiency is many times larger than that
of CO2, because of its weak atomic bonding, while it is rarely ever mentioned that
nitrous oxide is a thousand times less dense in the atmosphere than CO2, which
affects nothing either. However, its dramatically higher absorption coefficient, for
which it is called a powerful greenhouse gas, makes it an easy subject to pin global
warming scare stories on.

The problem with the so-called modern climate science is, that it is 'hired' to prove a
priory assumption, the assumption that human living is destroying the climate balance.
While this is far from being the case, the prevailing climate science is hired to hide
the actual physical facts and support instead the tune of a fairy tale that is
politically desired for numerous objectives, such as for profit, and to maintain
imperial dominance, and also to enable depopulation and so on.

Today's dominance of doctrines overshadowing science poses the same type of
tragedy that science has suffered throughout the ages, as far back as Ptolemy, the
astronomer who became famous for his use of epicycles to conform with doctrines
that were false and could only be supported with magical concepts, like the doctrines
of orbiting stars in circular paths, as today the Big Bang Universe, and manmade
climate change. The doctrine that had choked astronomy for almost two millennia
demanded that orbits must follow the path of perfect circles. We sing similar tunes
today on many fronts of science.

One of these tunes is the Nuclear Fusion Power doctrine. A nuclear fusion-powered
sun is impossible since no real physical principles exist to support the theory. Nuclear
fusion is an energy consuming process, not an energy creating process. Large amounts
of energy are required to bind an electron to a proton to create an atom, or to bind
protons to each other by overpowering the electric repulsive force, one of the strong
forces of the universe. All this is deemed to be caused the action of the weakest of
the universal forces, the force of gravity.

In a nuclear-fusion bomb explosion no energy is created. The bomb's energy is latent
energy that was previously invested into two types of over-built hydrogen atoms. The
overbuilt isotopes fission off a part of their structure, that becomes unbound and
releases the latent energy that had been previously invested in the process of
binding a proton to an overbuilt nucleus. No energy is created in this process. Nuclear
fusion power is a contradiction, a nice dream, but it remains an epicycle that doesn't
stand up in the real world.
Logical deductions proceeding from a priory platform invariably lead humanity into a
trap that blocks the processes of real discoveries, which are the processes of real
science that take us beyond priory assumptions. Today, the climate sciences are
trapped by the same defective logic that Astronomy had been trapped in for nearly
two millennia, from Ptolemy all the way to Kepler, who broke out of this trap, and who
thereby raised the platform of science from its grounding in doctrine to its
discovery of the truth.

By remaining trapped into epicycles, humanity denies itself the discovery of the antientropic energy system that powers the Sun electrically, and thereby denies itself
its potential utilization of the near-infinite cosmic electric power system to power its
rather modest needs. It also denies itself its potential awakening to the already
unfolding Ice Age transition dynamics, that would inspire the relocation of the
endangered agriculture while there is still time left to do so. And it also denies itself
the chance to break out of the manmade global warming doctrine by which it has
become mentally incarcerated,

The doctrine that CO2 is a climate villain, was imposed in 1974 at the U.N. world
population conference in Bucharest. The conference was focused on overpopulation,
and the cure, depopulation. On this wider scene the CO2 doctrine emerged as one of
the latest political doctrines that play a destructive role in the long war of empire
against humanity in which empire struggles to secure its dominance and its very
existence that is always threatened by human development.

Depopulation is a policy of the masters of empire. It has been that for a long time.
The CO2 doctrine is deployed on this front as one of the weapons that were wielded
by the masters of empire for their long-term objective. Their often repeated goal
has become to reduce the number of people living on our planet from the present
world population of 7 billion people, down towards a minuscule, impotent, and
impoverished society of less than one billion.

Would you like to join the ranks of the depopulated? You may not have a choice from
a certain point on. The CO2 doctrine that society protects is used for genocidal
projects to eliminate six billion people by burning their food. Your name may already
be on the list of those to be eliminated.

Once CO2 is defined as a villain, and is accepted so by society, then whatever
produces CO2, such as the industries that support human living, and transportation,
etc., even humanity itself, can thereby be demanded to be torn down.

For this purpose the biofuels have been invented under the clean-air flag, as a
renewable fuel. In real terms they double the CO2 emissions while they consume vast
amounts of food for their production, in a system that produces almost no energy
advantage in the end when all the input energy is counted. The only effect that
biofuels are producing efficiently, is large-scale genocide by starvation.

There was a time in some cultures that death by starvation was enforced as a form
of capital punishment. Now 1 billion people are treated to this fate, though only a few
hundred million die of it every year.
At the current U.S. production level of 13.8 billion gallons of ethanol per year, which
is essentially corn liquor, the amount of feedstock in corn that is required every year
for the production of it would all by itself provide 1,200 calories of nourishment for
1 billion people for an entire year. Many of the victims are simply left to die.

If the worldwide production of ethanol is considered, the amount of food being burnt
is roughly double. In a world in which a billion people are living in chronic starvation,
shutting down the biofuels madness would go a long way towards building a human
world without hunger. But this goal is being blocked. The food burning is protected,
and the mythical manmade global warming doctrine is one of the reasons cited for it.
And in the shadow of it all, real energy production is also being prevented.

If one adds up all the food resources that are being burned worldwide, a manmade
tragedy comes to light of unimaginable proportions that probably claims
conservatively 100 to 200 million victims every year, or 3 to 6 people every second,
of every hour, of every day and night. The imposed silent death toll on this scale is
the equivalent of starving 3 to 6 times the entire population of Canada out of
existence, every year, in far off places spread around the world.

The biofuels were originally invented under the CO2 doctrine, to reduce carbon
emission and thereby to reduce global warming, while in reality the carbon emissions
are doubled by the biofuels energy cycle. Nor can the biofuels be called an energy
resource, as they are claimed to be, because they require nearly as much energy
input for the production process than they give back as a fuel. As I said, they are
only efficient for producing genocide, and they do this on a scale that pales the Nazi
holocaust into insignificance.

Some people claim that biofuels have been invented as an alternate energy resource
under the peak-oil scare on the basis of the doctrine that the world is running out of
energy resources. But this too is just a doctrine. The doctrine is the intended to
prevent real energy development.
The world should be way past the stage of using oil as an energy resource, and much
less so food. The world should be powered by nuclear energy and hydrogen fuels.
Burning oil is as archaic as burning wood. Both resources are inadequate, and so they
do become. But before they do so, new resources should have taken their place. We
can still do this. The USA has all by itself 900,000 gigawatt-years of thorium fuel
sitting unused on the ground. And even this too, the cleanest, safest, and most
efficient nuclear energy option, should have been already superseded by us tapping
into the cosmic electric energy grid.
Peak oil means that real meaningful energy development has been prevented and is
not being allowed. An energy-starved world is good for profit, and a society living in
poverty is more easily controlled. That's how peak oil ties into the reality scene. CO2
and biofuels have nothing to do with that.

It is more likely the case that the peak-oil scare was invented to justify the biofuels
genocide to fulfill the depopulation doctrine, and that the CO2 doctrine was invented
for the snake-oil salesmen to sell the sacrifices. With the ongoing Ice Age transition
dynamics now causing evermore drought and other climate disasters, you will soon
find yourself being sacrificed too, when food becomes increasingly less-available for
eating, even to you, or is driven up in price so that it becomes way beyond your means
to pay for it. Then my friend, you too will be depopulated, even while you hail the
name of CO2 with your last breath and commit yourself to reducing the human CO2
emissions.
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